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Analysis of liquid metal foams through X-ray
radioscopy and microgravity experiments†
F. Garcı́a-Moreno,*ab S. T. Tobin,c M. Mukherjee,bd C. Jiménez,ab E. Solórzano,e
G. S. Vinod Kumar,bf S. Hutzlerc and J. Banhartab
Complex liquid structures such as metallic foams were produced in a furnace that allowed in situ X-ray
monitoring of the evolution of the structure and distribution of the liquid in the foam. The experiments
were carried out during parabolic ﬂights which provided varying levels of gravity. The evolution of the
characteristic liquid fraction proﬁles due to gravity induced drainage was measured and analysed in
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terms of the foam drainage equation, obtaining viscosity and surface tension by ﬁtting solutions of the
equation to the experimental data. The surface tension of the melt in the foam was decreased up to
40%. Eﬀective viscosities of up to 139 times the viscosity of a pure bulk melt were observed. These
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eﬀects could be attributed to the smaller inﬂuence of solid particles dispersed in the melt and the larger
inﬂuence of the complex foam structure.

Introduction
Microgravity conditions are ideal for the study of complex
liquids such as any type of liquid foams, i.e. aqueous, polymeric
or metallic based, being able to produce homogeneous foams
without the disturbing inuence of gravity induced liquid
drainage.1–5 On the other hand in situ X-ray radioscopy was
demonstrated to be a powerful tool for the study of foam
evolution.6–10 The combination of X-ray radioscopy and microgravity conditions oﬀers a unique environment for fundamental
studies.
In recent years, metal foams have become a subject of great
interest in materials engineering.11 However, large-scale
production has been hindered by the ignorance of important
liquid properties such as surface tension or viscosity, an
incomplete understanding of the processes by which metal
foam melts stabilize and solidify, and how these processes
inuence the nal structure of the foam. This is still a major
challenge, as examining the molten system in situ verifying
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proposed mechanisms requires sophisticated experimental setups such as X-ray radioscopy and microgravity conditions.
Two main mechanisms of lm and foam stability have been
proposed in the literature. Some authors postulate that high
bulk viscosity is essential,12 while others consider the inuence
of solid particles to be directly responsible.13–16 These particles
are theorized to be partially wetted by the liquid and therefore
accumulate at the liquid–gas interfaces and/or build a kind of
‘network’ of interconnected particles, stabilizing the system.
Unfortunately, the possible mechanisms are diﬃcult to isolate
from each other, as the presence of solid particles in the melt
induces a higher viscosity.17 Detailed analyses of metal foams in
the liquid (molten) state are yet to be carried out. The existing
results are based on the melt properties, and microstructure
analysis of solidied samples, models, or simulations.
For simulations and modelling, melt parameters such as the
liquid viscosity and surface tension are required. The standard
approach has been to assume that the parameters taken from
the bulk liquid matrix material are valid for the metal foam.
However, the contribution of the cellular structure has to be
also considered. Standard measurement techniques for
viscosity and surface tension require the destruction of the
foam structure, and are therefore not generally useful.
It is known that the presence of impurities, especially the
presence of oxygen, reduces the surface tension of an
aluminium melt.18,19 Hence the literature data on surface
tension of pure aluminium are not very useful when foams are
concerned. They are highly impure because of the presence of
oxygen and several other impurity atoms such as silicon,
copper, magnesium etc. In the case of addition of TiH2 as a
blowing agent, these particles also act as another impurity.
Similarly, the viscosity of melts changes with the shear rate. But
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there is no knowledge of the shear rate while melt ow through
the foam structure is considered.
We estimate the surface tension and viscosity of the melt of
liquid metal foams extracting values from experimental data of
the liquid fraction proles, solving the foam drainage equation,20 which describes the ow of liquid in a foam, based on
radioscopy analysis by varying gravity conditions realized
through microgravity experiments. Parabolic ights oﬀer a
unique possibility of performing experiments under varying
gravity conditions, allowing the creation of a foam with a
homogeneous liquid fraction distribution under microgravity,
which is a well-dened initial state for our analysis.

Experimental methods
Materials
A foamable precursor material with the composition AlSi6Cu4
(in wt%) + 0.6 wt% of TiH2 was prepared by mixing the
elemental powders with the blowing agent TiH2, compacting
them using cold isostatic compression and nally casting them
using the thixocasting method.21 Also AlSi11 + 0.5 wt% of TiH2
precursors were prepared by mixing the elemental powders but
compacting them at 400  C and 300 MPa uni-axially following a
standard powder metallurgical (PM) way.22 Further precursors
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of AlSi9 + 0.6 wt% of TiH2 with 5, 10 and 20 vol% SiC particles
were prepared using the so-called ‘Formgrip’ method.23 It
consists in rst dispersing the blowing agent in the melt and
then solidifying the composite quickly. In a second step the
solidied precursor will be heated up and foamed as in the
standard powder metallurgical route. The samples prepared
were approximately 20  10  4 mm3 in size to t into the
foaming crucible.

X-ray radioscopy and furnace
Fig. 1 shows the special X-ray transparent furnace used for
microgravity experiments. It was developed and manufactured
in cooperation with the Swedish Space Corporation.5 It can
reach temperatures of up to 700  C with high temperature
homogeneity (1 K). The precursor samples were foamed to a
maximum size of 20  10  20 mm3, with a relative density of
0.2. AlSi6Cu4 and AlSi11 samples were foamed at 650  C, and
AlSi9 samples containing SiC particles at 700  C.
A micro-focus X-ray source (5 mm diameter spot size) and a
at panel detector (50 mm pixel size, 2240  2368 pixel), both
from Hamamatsu, Japan, allowed X-ray radioscopy of the
foaming process in situ.6 Applying a 4-fold magnication, each
detector pixel contained image information from a sample area

Foaming process of a thixocast AlSi6Cu4 precursor material. (A) Radioscopic images are shown for diﬀerent experimental stages. (B) Plane
parabolic trajectory. (C) Temperature T(t) (dot line) and gravity g(t) (bulk line) proﬁles during the parabolas.

Fig. 1
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of 12.5  12.5 mm2. The acquisition speed was 1 fps for full
spatial resolution, and max. 8 fps using 4  4 binning of the
images. With the same setup and additional rotation of the
foams followed by 3D reconstruction of the data of X-ray
tomographies of the solidied foams were obtained. Further
analysis allowed us to calculate a mean thickness of the walls.
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Microgravity experiments
During the 46th and 51st parabolic ight campaigns of the
European Space Agency (ESA) samples were heated from room
temperature to the foaming temperature of 650 or 700  C
(depending on the alloy) over a total period of time of almost 200
s, and foamed during the 1g and 1.8g phases (1g z 9.8 m s2 is
the acceleration due to gravity) prior to a microgravity phase (0g)
as shown in Fig. 1. The heating regime was synchronized so that
foams almost lled the crucible during the rst 1.8g phase to
avoid foam ageing and coarsening due to long holding times.
During the subsequent microgravity periods (lasting 20–22 s) the
liquid fraction became approximately homogeneous across the
sample due to foam imbibition, i.e. liquid re-entering the foam.5
The aim of our experiments was to determine how drainage
progresses starting from such a uniform state, as gravity varies
from 0g to 1.8g (see Fig. 2). The furnace temperature, the gravity
values and the radioscopy sequence were recorded during the
whole experiments at rates of 1–8 frames per second (Fig. 1).
Liquid fraction analysis
The radioscopic images were analysed with the soware
package ‘Axim’6 to obtain the variation of the liquid fraction in
the samples. Assuming that the density of a solid foam corresponds to the liquid fraction of the liquid foam, the analysis
provides 2D liquid fraction distributions of the evolving foam
(F(x, z)) by applying Beer–Lambert's attenuation law to the
intensity I(x, z) obtained from the radiographs:
I(x, z) ¼ I0emF(x, z)d

(1)

where m is the mass-specic absorption coeﬃcient of the foam
and I0 the initial beam intensity. x and z denote horizontal and
vertical coordinates, both perpendicular to the beam, and d is the
thickness of the foam layer. Strictly speaking this law is in general
only applicable for monochromatic X-rays due to the wavelengthdependence of the absorption coeﬃcients of diﬀerent materials.
But it is also applicable in good approximation for polychromatic
X-rays and almost only one single material of the base alloy,
aluminium in this case, as the wavelength-dependence is same.
For a constant foam depth d in the beam direction the time
dependent liquid fraction F of the foam can be calculated:
Fðx; z; tÞ ¼

lnðIðx; z; tÞ=I0 Þ
 

ln Iliquid I0

(2)

where Iliq is the transmitted intensity aer attenuation of the
beam by the liquid metal of thickness d. The key external factor
aﬀecting drainage is gravity, which acts in the (vertical) zdirection only. We can then average all pixel values in the
horizontal x-direction to arrive at an integrated liquid fraction

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

X-ray radiographs of a liquid foam made of thixocast AlSi6Cu4
+ 0.6 wt% TiH2 precursor during the transition from (A) 0g to (B) 1.8g.
The elapsed time between images is 1 s. The arrow indicates a ruptured
bubble. (C) Experimentally obtained liquid fraction proﬁles of an
AlSi6Cu4 foam during foaming. We can see the precursor melting and
foaming until ﬁlling all the available space (80 s to 110 s), followed by a
homogenisation under microgravity (as indicated, 110 s to 120 s). The
foam then undergoes drainage as the system experiences hypergravity
(120 s onwards), leading to a sharp gradient in liquid fraction.

Fig. 2

prole which is a function of z and time t only (the density
values in the y-direction are already averaged by the beam
traversing the sample). This averaging process gives smoother,
more representative, proles, and can be calculated with:
!
n
1X
ln
Iðxi ; z; tÞ=I0
n i¼0
  
Fðz; tÞ ¼
(3)
ln Iliq I0
We conducted the ts of the liquid fraction proles using the
MIGRAD minimizer from the CERN MINUIT soware.24 This
soware implements a variable-metric method with inexact line
search, a stable metric updating scheme, and checks for positive-deniteness. By conducting multiple ts, each with a
diﬀerent starting point and evolution length, we can arrive at a
more representative value for each parameter, and provide
some measure of the error using the standard deviations.

Results and discussion
X-ray radioscopy
A series of X-ray radioscopic images, with the corresponding
gravity levels, were recorded during a parabola allowing for a
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qualitative observation of the metal foaming process
(see Fig. 1). These images cover the changes in the foam
structure during a whole parabola, i.e. 1g / 1.8g / 0g / 1.8g
/ 1g. We can observe a darker region at the bottom of the
samples, corresponding to pronounced gravity-induced
drainage near the completion of the foam expansion of a thixocast AlSi6Cu4 foam at 650  C during the rst 1.8g phase
(Fig. 1). Transition to microgravity induced a homogeneous
liquid fraction distribution all over the foam in a few seconds,
followed by a strong liquid drainage to the bottom of the foam
at the transition from 0 to 1.8g. The radioscopic images of this
transition were used as the input for the quantitative analysis.
Fig. 2 shows two X-ray radiographs extracted from a radioscopy series of the expanded AlSi6Cu4 foam obtained in situ
during the transition from 0 to 1.8g. Large changes in the foam
liquid distribution are apparent even though the images are
separated by just 1 second, emphasising the rapidity of liquid
ow due to drainage. As the upper part of the foam dries out,
melt is collected at the bottom, leading to a vertical liquid
fraction gradient. Despite the large liquid rearrangement, most
of the bubbles can be still identied. Coalescence of bubbles
was limited in this time period, with just a few events observed
(one example is indicated by an arrow).
In Fig. 3a–c we show drainage in AlSi9 foams with 5, 10 and
20 vol% of SiC particles (at 700  C, aer the 0 to 1.8g transition).
Here the liquid ow is reduced compared to the AlSi6Cu4 foam
where no particle is present, and we can observe that the larger
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the particle content of the bulk, the less amount of melt is
accumulated at the bottom part.
Gravity induced drainage analysis
The quantity and velocity of gravity-induced drainage observed
for diﬀerent types of foams vary depending on alloy composition, processing method and the content of ceramic particles in
the precursor (see Fig. 3). At one extreme, the AlSi6Cu4 foam
produced from thixocasting powder compacts shows the largest
drainage eﬀect. Such systems are known to have a low degree of
stability, probably by a fragmentation of the oxide network
during casting. Stability of such foams can be improved by
adding particles.25 AlSi11 foams produced by standard PM
processing (powder pressing only) are stabilised to a larger
extent by the oxides contained in the metal powders13 and
accordingly exhibit a lower but still notable drainage eﬀect.
AlSi9 foams containing 5–20 vol% SiC particles show a further
reduced drainage with a clear dependence on the particle
content.
Although drainage occurs already during foaming at 1.8g
(this is especially visible in Fig. 1 and 2c for AlSi6Cu4 foam) a
uniform liquid distribution is achieved during the ensuing 0g
stage due to imbibition of liquid into the foam under the
inuence of capillary forces that become dominant in the
absence of gravity (see Fig. 1 and 2c). In this way, it is ensured
that all the experiments start from a similar uniform liquid
distribution, which is a requested starting point for drainage
experiments.
In our experiments, analysis is performed within a period of
just a few seconds aer the transition from 0g to 1.8g, and
therefore the eﬀect of bubble coarsening caused by gas diﬀusion can be neglected (as can also be observed in the X-ray
image sequences, Fig. 2a and b). On the other hand, some lm
ruptures cannot be avoided as the X-ray images show. If we
consider lm rupture rates of 0.6 and 1.3 s1 cm3 for
temperatures of 650  C and 700  C, respectively (as previously
found for similar alloys),9 then about 2.5–5 ruptures per second
should be observed in our samples (of about 4 cm3). The rupture
rate was found to be hardly aﬀected by gravity changes even for
a foam such as AlSi6Cu4, which shows strong drainage
(see Fig. 2b), where almost all bubbles can still be identied
aer a transition. From these observations we can conclude that
application of the foam drainage equation is justied.
The foam drainage equation

Fig. 3 X-ray radiographs of AlSi9 foams at 650  C just after the transition from 0 to 1.8g. Samples containing (A) 5, (B) 10 and (C) 20 vol% of
SiC particles. The increased viscosity of AlSi9 with increasing amount
of SiC is apparent from the reduced liquid accumulation at the bottom
of the sample. (D) An example of multiple data ﬁt for an AlSi9 + 5 vol%
SiC liquid foam. Both experimental (green) and simulated (red) liquid
fraction curves start from the same base liquid proﬁle (starting at 141 s).
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Drainage is one of the major processes inuencing foam
formation and evolution. As drainage is primarily driven by
gravity, the varying gravity environment of parabolic ights
oﬀers the possibility to examine foams without, with increased
(gravity higher than standard) or decreased (gravity less than
standard) drainage.
The foam drainage equation20 describes the ow of liquid
through the Plateau border network of a foam as a function of
time t and vertical coordinate z, and a solution of the equation
describes how the foam evolves in time and space without
considering other disturbing processes such as coarsening or
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coalescence. The partial diﬀerential equation may then be
written as
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0
1
2
2
3
vF 1 v @
Vb 2 Cg Vb 3
vFA
þ
rliq g
¼0
(4)
F 
F
vt h* vz
2
vz
5:35
5:35
where g is the surface tension, rliq is the density of the liquid
phase (which is already known) and g is the acceleration due to
gravity. The eﬀective viscosity of the foam h* is proportional to
the bulk liquid viscosity hliq, with the coeﬃcient of proportionality dependent on the type of ow and shape of the
Plateau borders. Assuming Poiseuille-type dissipation and
random orientation of the Plateau borders it corresponds to
h* ¼ 3  50  hliq

(5)

The factor 3 arises from the 3D nature of the Plateau border
network and 50 from the channel geometry. C is a geometrical
constant relating to the cross-sectional shape of the Plateau
borders, and is given by
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ p
3
(6)
C¼
2
Finally, Vb is the average bubble volume. We approximate the
foam as a collection of Kelvin cells. To estimate Vb we then note
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
that a Kelvin cell with edge length L has volume 8 pL3 . 5.35 is a
geometric prefactor, which is correct for Kelvin foam26,27 and
approximately accurate for other foam types.
We take multiple measurements of edge lengths from each
image, and analyse images from diﬀerent times during the
experiment to minimize the inuence of coarsening. Numerically solving this equation results in a description of how the
liquid prole F(z, t) evolves with time from a given starting
prole. This provides an opportunity to use the experimentally
measured liquid proles, coupled with numerical solutions, to
determine the key parameters of the liquid metal foam. Our
approach is similar to that used by Brunke et al.28
Numerical analysis
The experimental data consist of a series of liquid density
proles for each experiment. The data consist of approximately
25 seconds of usable proles, captured at a rate of 4–8 per
second. As the frame-rate is low, there can be large variations
between proles. Due to the limited number of bubbles making
up the foam melt, any bubble rupture has a large eﬀect on the
liquid proles due to the ensuing rearrangements.
Instead of using all of these data to determine a single set of
values for the parameters of the system, we split the data into
multiple subsets. Each of these subsets is dened by the start
time and duration, with subsets allowed to overlap (i.e., one
subset may start at t ¼ 0 s and run for 5 seconds, while another
starts at t ¼ 2 s). This decision was taken to mitigate the eﬀect of
noise in the experimental proles: even if one subset contains
spurious data due to a bursting bubble (for example) we can still
determine useful values for surface tension and viscosity from
other subsets.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

The starting prole from each subset is set as the ‘seed’
prole for our simulations and we choose seed values for the
surface tension and viscosity. From these starting conditions,
the foam drainage equation can be numerically integrated to
generate a prediction of how that foam will evolve. We use the
experimentally measured gravity values in order to take into
account the variation of gravity during the experiment. The
value g(t) is set at every time step during the evaluation, using a
precise measurement if available and interpolating otherwise.
We then t the integrated numerical solution to experimental data starting from the same ‘seed’ prole. The t is then
used to update our initial guesses for the surface tension and
viscosity. The process is repeated until we are satised that a
best-t has been achieved. Note that this approach requires
many such numerical solutions, as each tting iteration
changes the initial conditions of the integration.
Numerical integration was carried out using an explicit nite
diﬀerence method with forward diﬀerences. This approach is
computationally eﬃcient to solve, which is important as our
algorithm requires many such solutions. Previous work found
that this method is suﬃciently stable for our use.29 Space and
time steps were chosen to balance speed with numerical
accuracy.
We compare the simulation to experiments on a grid dened
by Dt, the interval at which experimental proles were captured
(time dimension) and by Dz, the vertical resolution of the
detector. This comparison (over multiple experimental proles,
depending on the duration of the simulated evolution) provides
the basis for using a tting algorithm to choose the best pair of
g, h values for the experimental system.

Viscosity and surface tension
We calculate surface tension and viscosity of the melt in the
foam structure by treating them as t parameters in a t
between numerical calculations and experimental data. By
averaging the results over many tting runs, we extract values
for diﬀerent experimental systems. The obtained results for
foams of AlSi6Cu4, AlSi11 and AlSi9 + 5, 10 and 20 vol% SiC are
presented in Table 1, together with bulk values extracted from
the literature for comparison.30–33,35 Note that the errors of the
analysed foam properties shown are the standard deviations of
the results taken over many tting runs.
The viscosity of a AlSi6Cu4 foam was found to be around
25 and 30 times higher than those of bulk cast Al and AlSi7
respectively. For the AlSi11 foam this viscosity increase was even
40 times compared to the corresponding bulk alloy. An even
higher viscosity was measured for AlSi9 + SiC foams, with values
around 65 to 120 times higher than that for Al and around 75 to
140 times than that for the bulk AlSi9 alloy, depending on the
particle content. There is also a trend of increasing viscosity
with increasing SiC concentration, almost doubling it from 5 to
20 vol% SiC.
The bulk viscosity of a pure Al melt decreases slightly upon
alloying with Si.33 The viscosity also decreases with increasing
temperature. For the latter eﬀect, there are several explanations.34,37–39 For liquid metals, the Arrhenius–Andrade equation
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Table 1 Top part: surface tension and viscosity for AlSi6Cu4, AlSi11 and AlSi9 + 5, 10 and 20 vol% SiC foams obtained by ﬁtting numerical
solutions of the foam drainage equation to experimental liquid density proﬁles. Bottom part: surface tension and viscosity for bulk Al, AlSi7, AlSi9
and AlSi11 alloys as taken from the literature28,30–33,35,36

Alloy

Condition

T ( C)

s (N m1)

h (mPa s)

AlSi6Cu4 0.5 wt% oxides
AlSi11 0.5 wt% oxides
AlSi9 + 5 vol% SiC
AlSi9 + 10 vol% SiC
AlSi9 + 20 vol% SiC
Al
Al
AlSi7
AlSi7 0.5 wt% oxides
AlSi9
AlSi11
AlSi11

Foam PM thixocast
PM, foam
Bulk, foam
Bulk, foam
Bulk, foam
Bulk, cast
Bulk, cast
Bulk, cast
PM precursor
Bulk, cast
Bulk, cast
Bulk, cast

650
650
700
700
700
660
700
700
700
700
650
700

0.78  0.02
0.65  0.02
0.53  0.05
0.57  0.04
0.61  0.04
—
0.869 (ref. 31)
0.857 (ref. 31)
—
0.854 (ref. 31)
—
0.849 (ref. 31)

31  4
37  3
80  10
120  10
150  20
1.38 (ref. 30)
1.23 (ref. 32)
1.08 (ref. 33)
1.70 (ref. 28)
1.08 (ref. 33)
1.16 (ref. 34)
1.06 (ref. 33)

is considered to be the most adequate description, where the
temperature dependence can be expressed by:39,40
hliq ¼ A/V1/3 exp(BV1T1)

(7)

In eqn (7) V is atomic volume; A and B are two temperature
invariant constants. Thus, according to eqn (7) for a temperature diﬀerence of 50 K (e.g. between 650  C and 700  C) the
variations in viscosity are in the range of z10%. These small
variations allow for a comparison of data at slightly diﬀerent
temperatures such as the ones listed in Table 1. Obviously,
temperature variations in the mentioned range cannot be
responsible for the large variations observed in foams viscosity.
The viscosity found for the AlSi11 foam is 25 times that of the
precursor. In an ex situ experiment using an AlSi7 foam Brunke
et al. found a viscosity 10 times higher than that of the corresponding AlSi7 PM precursor.28 They measured a viscosity of the
precursor 1.4 times higher than that of the corresponding
molten alloy and 1.6 times higher than values given in
the literature.33 This can be explained by the presence of 0.3–
0.7 wt% resident oxides in Al powders that are also contained in
the precursors. These oxides act as solid, stabilizing
particles.13,41,42
Melts with solid particles (either the solid phase in the
semisolid condition or added particles) are so-called slurries
and known to increase viscosity in comparison to the corresponding pure alloys. In the case of composite alloys including
high percentages of SiC Flemings found that the viscosity of a
AlSi6.5 alloy was increased to 2 or 3.3 times the original value by
adding 10 or 20 vol% of SiC particles, respectively.36,37 (As the
absolute values of the pure alloys quoted by Flemings do not
match with other newer sources they are not included in Table
1.) This can explain the stronger drainage eﬀect found for
AlSi6Cu4 and AlSi11 foams compared to foams based on AlSi9 +
SiC particles. However, this increase in viscosity still cannot
justify the larger increase in viscosity found in this work from
the microgravity experiments on foams. The reason for the
larger deviation must be related to the structural factor since
the foam is based on a multitude of thin lms connected to

6960 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 6955–6962

each other by struts and nodes. Therefore, we can reconsider
the denition of eﬀective viscosity for the liquid metal in the
foam h*foam with the form
h*foam ¼ PShliq

(8)

Here, P is a factor related to the presence of solid particles in the
melt and S a structural component related to the foam structure, with P ¼ 1 for no particles and S ¼ 1 for a bulk melt. The
parameters determined experimentally are summarized in
Table 2. For the foamed structure we nd S [ 1 in all cases,
with values in the range 25–55 in the analysed foams. The
obtained structural coeﬃcients, S, are in excellent anticorrelation (inversely proportional) with the foam average wall
thickness dw calculated via 3D tomography. These experimental
thickness values further validate the foam structure coeﬃcients
obtained.
The background of this eﬀect is the increased internal friction in the liquid caused by the reduced thickness of the foam
structure (walls and Plateaus), an additional tortuosity of the
liquid in the foam structure and the interactions of the oating
particles with the metal–gas interfaces. Even some of the
particles adhere to the lm surfaces where they also signicantly contribute to metal lm stabilisation. This is visualised
in Fig. 4 and demonstrated experimentally.14
The surface tensions of the AlSi6Cu4 and AlSi11 foams at
650  C are up to 25% lower than those for bulk Al, AlSi7 and
AlSi9 at 700  C found in the literature.31 The surface tensions of

Structure factors S (increase of viscosity caused by foam
structure) and particle factors P (increase of viscosity by particle
addition) for diﬀerent alloys calculated by combining our experimental
values for the melt in foams and literature values28,36 for the viscosity of
bulk alloy melts with and without particle addition
Table 2

Alloy

T ( C)

dw (mm)

P

S

P$S

AlSi11 0.5 wt% oxide
AlSi9 + 10 vol% SiC
AlSi9 + 20 vol% SiC

650
700
700

258.6
190.2
215.1

1.6 (ref. 28)
2 (ref. 36)
3.3 (ref. 36)

25
55
42

40
110
139
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 Oxides and SiC particles also reduce surface tension to a much
smaller extent than viscosity.
 This methodology is also general in its approach, requiring
only time-dependent liquid proles and could be applied to
other systems of interest such as polymeric foams.
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Fig. 4 Sketch of the structural eﬀect in a foam ﬁlm that increases the
eﬀective melt viscosity in a liquid metal ﬁlm in a foam with ﬂoating and
on the oxidised surface ﬁxed SiC particles.

foamed AlSi9 + X% SiC (X ¼ 5, 10 and 20) at 700  C are also up to
38% lower than the corresponding bulk value without particles.31 There is also a small trend of increasing surface tension
with increasing SiC concentration, but the trend is comparable
to the standard deviations.
Like viscosity, the surface tension of aluminium is weakly
aﬀected by an addition of silicon.31 The present measurements
show that further alloying and/or addition of particles reduces
surface tension. Surface tensions of liquid AlSi11, AlSi6Cu4 and
especially of AlSi9 + SiC foams are lower than those of the corresponding bulk alloys. The presence of partially wetting solid
particles on the melt surfaces can indeed modify the values of
tension.9,14
A lower surface tension would support foam stability as the
total interfacial energy is decreased and the driving force
towards equilibrium (no foam) is slightly lower. However, since
the eﬀect is rather small compared to the increase of viscosity,
surface tension is unlikely to play a dominant role in foam
stabilisation.

Conclusions
 Microgravity experiments in which free drainage in a metal
foam was characterised in situ by quantitative X-ray radioscopy
aer the onset of gravity yielded data that can be analysed in
terms of the foam drainage equation.
 Values for the apparent surface tension and viscosity of liquid
metal foams can be determined.
 The apparent viscosity of all melts in the foams is increased in
comparison to corresponding bulk melts due to the structure of
the metal lms containing the melts.
 Addition of SiC particles also increases the apparent viscosity
of the melts involved but this eﬀect is one order of magnitude
smaller than the structural eﬀect.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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